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10 TIPS 
FOR ENGAGING YOUTH 
IN TEEN PREGNANCY PREVENTION & 
PARENTING EDUCATION

Sponsored by: Experiential Learning Technology

     HELP PREVENT 
     HOT CAR DEATHS

When discussing infant health and safety, invite a policeman, EMT or other expert to present 

information on the dangers of leaving infants unattended in hot cars.

         CREATE A 
         BUDGET

Have your participants visit Costo, Target or Wal-Mart to calculate the price of 1 month’s worth 

of diapers, formula and other infant necessities to understand the cost of having an infant.

              CONSIDER BIG 
              EXPENSES

Extend the unit on cost by having participants create a budget for bigger items like child care 

and hospital bills. Encourage them to call local centers, interview parents of young children and 

conduct other research to determine their figures.

     INTERVIEW 
     PARENTS

Have your participants interview their parents or guardians about life when they were born – 

the challenges they faced, the lessons they learned, what they would do differently if given the 

option, etc., then present findings to the class.

           CONSIDER
           SCHEDULES

Have your participants create a timeline of a typical week so they can envision just how full 

their lives are. Then discuss what that timeline would look like with an infant in the picture.

              FUNDRAISE

Help your program raise money for experiential learning tools like RealCare® Baby by arranging 

for community members to “adopt” new Babies. Provide those community members with “birth 

certificates” and subsequent photos of their Baby making a difference in your program.

           JOURNAL 

Have participants journal for a whole day and night, taking photos and even recording 

video journal entries. The next day, ask them how being pregnant or having a partner that is 

pregnant would affect their daily routines. Have them look at their daily activities and highlight 

what they would probably have to dramatically change or what would be impossible to do.

               CONSIDER 
               CHALLENGES

Place a backwards backpack filled with about 30 pounds of materials – or use our RealCare™ 

Pregnancy Profile Simulator – to help your participants understand the physical implications of 

pregnancy. Have them attempt physical tasks like walking, running, picking up pens, etc., then 

have a group discussion of how pregnancy might impact them physically.
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              MATERNITY     
              WARD VISIT

Arrange for your program participants to tour the local hospital’s maternity ward so they can 

see what will happen should they become parents.
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           HEAR FROM REAL 
           TEEN PARENTS

When covering teen pregnancy prevention, invite a real teen parent to share their personal sto-

ry about being a teen parent and the challenges presented by the situation.


